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Text Link Ads - make money by selling links
Saturday, 20 January 2007

I came to know about this link advertising service while on my blog browsing run just a moment ago. The concept is
simply fantastic. A quick registration at the main site revealed that I could earn in between $50 to $125 a month if I
managed to sell all the sponsored links spots on my site. Of course, 50% goes to Text Link Ads (I&rsquo;ve already
deducted the figure mentioned earlier). That&rsquo;s good money!
Another interesting fact, this site is in fact the brainchild of Darren Rowse &ndash; the problogger. No wonder he&rsquo;s
getting such a big income online. Moreover, a quick installation of an additional module to my Joomla! site is quite
seamless. It was easy and quick, I just had to follow all the instructions provided. They have such well designed software
that once I&rsquo;ve successfully installed the module, an email was sent instantly to me. How about that? Makes me
wonder how do they know I&rsquo;ve installed it?
Also, there&rsquo;s feedvertising &ndash; Selling feed URL for your advertisers. I guess all you need to do is to place a
feed URL button in your website for the advertiser.

{mosgoogle left}Of course, not forgetting they do have a referral system. Referral systems are simply just the best
marketing tools. Money is what attracts a publisher to participate in the program. It&rsquo;s quite lucrative by the way.
You will earn a flat rate of $25 each time your referee turns into a paid client or publisher.
And finally, there is no minimum payout rate for PayPal! Whoopee! For check it&rsquo;s capped at $25.
So what ever it is, start monetizing your site with Text Link Ads. I&rsquo;m sure it&rsquo;s worth it. Be sure to check your
page rank. I have a hint it plays a big role for selling your links. A site with a page rank of 5 and above is much sought
after, especially for new sites because adding a link to that site will get it indexed. A link from a site with a page rank 5 will
get the new site indexed in a month, while 6 in 24 hours!
Luckily I changed the template to support more links. Now I can make additional income. Wish me luck and good luck to
you as well. Please refer me in Text Link Ads by clicking here. Thank you.
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